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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  ________________ tier it's much easier to design the application to be DBMS agnostic. [ ] 

a) Middle application server  b) Multithreaded application 
c) Application server  d) Client server application 

 
2.  Which of the following is not the correct benefit of distributed computing.   [ ] 

a) Resource sharing      b) Performance       c) Availability      d) Security 
 
3. What is Remote method invocation (RMI)?       [ ] 

a) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes on another machine 
b) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes on another Thread  
     in multithreaded programming 
c) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes parallely in same 
    machine 
d) None of the mentioned 

 
4.  Which of these package is used for remote method invocation?    [ ] 

a) java.applet    b) java.rmi   c) java.lang.rmi    d) java.lang.reflect 
 
5. RMI stands for__________         [ ] 

a)Remote methodology invocation      b)Research method invocation 
c)Remote method invocation   d)Resource method invocation 

 
6. JavaBeans is a technology that allows one to build complex system from reusable software  
    component called          [ ] 

a)JavaBeans  b)Bean      c)Bin  d)Jdk 
 
7. CORBA stands for:          [ ] 

a)Common oriented request broker architecture    b)Common object request break architecture 
c)Common object request broker architecture       d)Common object request broker access 

 
8. ________________provides programmers a familiar programming model by extending the  
     local procedure call to a distributed environment.      [ ] 

a)Distributed environment          b)Permanent procedure call   
c)Process and file        d)Remote procedure call 

 
9. XML Stands for___________        [ ] 

a)Extend Markup Language       b)Extensible Markup Language       c) both a&b    d)none 
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10. Which type of  language C# is ?        [ ] 

 a)Procedural                b)Object Oriented                   c)Business         d)none 
   
II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  In____________ the client invokes the request, and then blocks waiting for the response. 
 
12.  In___________ the client invokes the request, continues processing while the request in  
      dispatched, and later collects the response. 
 
13.  The_____________ in the object's descriptor is passed as the second argument to the remote object's 

constructor for the object to use during activation. 
 
14.  _______________serves as the glue between CORBA object implementations and the  
       ORB itself. 
 
15.  ____________ allows clients to invoke requests without having access to static stubs and  

allows server to be written without having skeletons for the objects being invoked compiled 
statically into the program. 

 
16.  ____________ package is used for all the text related modifications. 
 
17.  The process of introspection is used at ________ 
 
18.  Creating ______________ structures is not allowed in C#.NET. 
 
19.  C#.NET structures are always____________ types. 
 
20.  JDBC stands for_____________________________ 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Which of these package is used for remote method invocation?    [ ] 

a) java.applet       b) java.rmi      c) java.lang.rmi       d) java.lang.reflect 
 
2. RMI stands for__________         [ ] 

a)Remote methodology invocation      b)Research method invocation 
c)Remote method invocation   d)Resource method invocation 

 
3. JavaBeans is a technology that allows one to build complex system from reusable software  
    component called          [ ] 

a)JavaBeans  b)Bean      c)Bin  d)Jdk 
 
4. CORBA stands for:          [ ] 

a)Common oriented request broker architecture    b)Common object request break architecture 
c)Common object request broker architecture       d)Common object request broker access 

 
5. ________________provides programmers a familiar programming model by extending the  
     local procedure call to a distributed environment.      [ ] 

a)Distributed environment          b)Permanent procedure call   
c)Process and file        d)Remote procedure call 

 
6. XML Stands for___________        [ ] 

a)Extend Markup Language       b)Extensible Markup Language       c) both a&b    d)none 
 
7. Which type of  language C# is ?        [ ] 

 a)Procedural                b)Object Oriented                   c)Business         d)none 
 
8.  ________________ tier it's much easier to design the application to be DBMS agnostic. [ ] 

a) Middle application server  b) Multithreaded application 
c) Application server  d) Client server application 

 
9.  Which of the following is not the correct benefit of distributed computing.   [ ] 

a) Resource sharing      b) Performance       c) Availability      d) Security 
 
10. What is Remote method invocation (RMI)?       [ ] 

a) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes on another machine 
b) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes on another Thread  
     in multithreaded programming 
c) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes parallely in same 
    machine 
d) None of the mentioned 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  _______________serves as the glue between CORBA object implementations and the  
       ORB itself. 
 
12.  ____________ allows clients to invoke requests without having access to static stubs and  

allows server to be written without having skeletons for the objects being invoked compiled 
statically into the program. 

 
13.  ____________ package is used for all the text related modifications. 
 
14.  The process of introspection is used at ________ 
 
15.  Creating ______________ structures is not allowed in C#.NET. 
 
16.  C#.NET structures are always____________ types. 
 
17.  JDBC stands for_____________________________ 
 
18.  In____________ the client invokes the request, and then blocks waiting for the response. 
 
19.  In___________ the client invokes the request, continues processing while the request in  
      dispatched, and later collects the response. 
 
20.  The_____________ in the object's descriptor is passed as the second argument to the remote object's 

constructor for the object to use during activation. 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. JavaBeans is a technology that allows one to build complex system from reusable software  
    component called          [ ] 

a)JavaBeans  b)Bean      c)Bin  d)Jdk 
 
2. CORBA stands for:          [ ] 

a)Common oriented request broker architecture    b)Common object request break architecture 
c)Common object request broker architecture       d)Common object request broker access 

 
3. ________________provides programmers a familiar programming model by extending the  
     local procedure call to a distributed environment.      [ ] 

a)Distributed environment          b)Permanent procedure call   
c)Process and file        d)Remote procedure call 

 
4. XML Stands for___________        [ ] 

a)Extend Markup Language       b)Extensible Markup Language       c) both a&b    d)none 
 
5. Which type of  language C# is ?        [ ] 

 a)Procedural                b)Object Oriented                   c)Business         d)none 
 
6.  ________________ tier it's much easier to design the application to be DBMS agnostic. [ ] 

a) Middle application server  b) Multithreaded application 
c) Application server  d) Client server application 

 
7.  Which of the following is not the correct benefit of distributed computing.   [ ] 

a) Resource sharing      b) Performance       c) Availability      d) Security 
 
8. What is Remote method invocation (RMI)?       [ ] 

a) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes on another machine 
b) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes on another Thread  
     in multithreaded programming 
c) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes parallely in same 
    machine 
d) None of the mentioned 

 
9.  Which of these package is used for remote method invocation?    [ ] 

a) java.applet    b) java.rmi   c) java.lang.rmi    d) java.lang.reflect 
 
10. RMI stands for__________         [ ] 

a)Remote methodology invocation      b)Research method invocation 
c)Remote method invocation   d)Resource method invocation 
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11.  ____________ package is used for all the text related modifications. 
 
12.  The process of introspection is used at ________ 
 
13.  Creating ______________ structures is not allowed in C#.NET. 
 
14.  C#.NET structures are always____________ types. 
 
15.  JDBC stands for_____________________________ 
 
16.  In____________ the client invokes the request, and then blocks waiting for the response. 
 
17.  In___________ the client invokes the request, continues processing while the request in  
      dispatched, and later collects the response. 
 
18.  The_____________ in the object's descriptor is passed as the second argument to the remote object's 

constructor for the object to use during activation. 
 
19.  _______________serves as the glue between CORBA object implementations and the  
       ORB itself. 
 
20.  ____________ allows clients to invoke requests without having access to static stubs and  

allows server to be written without having skeletons for the objects being invoked compiled 
statically into the program. 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. ________________provides programmers a familiar programming model by extending the  
     local procedure call to a distributed environment.      [ ] 

a)Distributed environment          b)Permanent procedure call   
c)Process and file        d)Remote procedure call 

 
2. XML Stands for___________        [ ] 

a)Extend Markup Language       b)Extensible Markup Language       c) both a&b    d)none 
 
3. Which type of  language C# is ?        [ ] 

 a)Procedural                b)Object Oriented                   c)Business         d)none 
 
4.  ________________ tier it's much easier to design the application to be DBMS agnostic. [ ] 

a) Middle application server  b) Multithreaded application 
c) Application server  d) Client server application 

 
5.  Which of the following is not the correct benefit of distributed computing.   [ ] 

a) Resource sharing      b) Performance       c) Availability      d) Security 
 
6. What is Remote method invocation (RMI)?       [ ] 

a) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes on another machine 
b) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes on another Thread  
     in multithreaded programming 
c) RMI allows us to invoke a method of java object that executes parallely in same 
    machine 
d) None of the mentioned 

 
7.  Which of these package is used for remote method invocation?    [ ] 

a) java.applet    b) java.rmi   c) java.lang.rmi    d) java.lang.reflect 
 
8. RMI stands for__________         [ ] 

a)Remote methodology invocation      b)Research method invocation 
c)Remote method invocation   d)Resource method invocation 

 
9. JavaBeans is a technology that allows one to build complex system from reusable software  
    component called          [ ] 

a)JavaBeans  b)Bean      c)Bin  d)Jdk 
 
10. CORBA stands for:          [ ] 

a)Common oriented request broker architecture    b)Common object request break architecture 
c)Common object request broker architecture       d)Common object request broker access 
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11.  Creating ______________ structures is not allowed in C#.NET. 
 
12.  C#.NET structures are always____________ types. 
 
13.  JDBC stands for_____________________________ 
 
 
14.  In____________ the client invokes the request, and then blocks waiting for the response. 
 
15.  In___________ the client invokes the request, continues processing while the request in  
      dispatched, and later collects the response. 
 
16.  The_____________ in the object's descriptor is passed as the second argument to the remote object's 

constructor for the object to use during activation. 
 
17.  _______________serves as the glue between CORBA object implementations and the  
       ORB itself. 
 
18.  ____________ allows clients to invoke requests without having access to static stubs and  

allows server to be written without having skeletons for the objects being invoked compiled 
statically into the program. 

 
19.  ____________ package is used for all the text related modifications. 
 
20.  The process of introspection is used at ______________ 
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